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INTRODUCTION/DISCLAIMER (Applies to all Professor Truth articles). 

Professor Truth and the Professor Truth viewpoints may not agree with all the opinions/perspectives 
expressed or implied or misunderstood by the listener/reader from the content expressed in any 
interview,teaching, or written document.  The information is presented for educational and 
philosophical purposes only based solely on the precepts of the King James Bible as elucidated by the 
anointing of the Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ, “Father” God (YHWH) incarnate in the flesh.  In addition, 
Professor Truth’s viewpoints expressed do not necessarily represent those of the venue or anchor in 
which these topics are presented. 

I want to thank Anthony Patch and Kris for their servitude to Jesus Christ “Immanuel” God with us! 
Anthony and Kris recognized their calling to include balance to the “Boys Club” sanctioned by the 
behavior of in silico consciousness posing as men and spiritual leaders. “The scientific priesthood of 
today”, practitioners of arcane mathematical and binary languages of man, not of God.. who are 
impersonating both God and His Elect, as the “Mask of Edom”. 

There is not a random molecule in the universe – it is TIME to put fear into their equation and Father is 
bringing together His true Royal Priesthood for THE THIRD DAY. 

John 17:20   Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall believe on me through their word; 
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ANGELIC DNA - Introduction 
Be extremely subtle, even to the point of formlessness. Be extremely mysterious, even to the point 
of soundlessness. Thereby you can be the director of the opponent's fate.  Sun Tsu 

 ANGELIC DNA, will be an advanced teaching more aligned to the Quantum Entanglement 
paradigm of our simulated “quarantined prison planet earth”.. We will not establish the Creator’s plan 
for diversified Spiritual beings and His “Final Prototype” – “Ha Adam”, rather in this short article we will 
just lay out the unfathomable supernatural design where the Tetragramaton (YHWH) has been the 
singularity of all living spirit of many kinds.  This is where Kind after its kind has origin.  Not in Flesh 
and Blood, but in the bi-located quantum coupled domain where the intention mind (field) of God has 
imprinted His Divine Love to cause LIGHT (spirit) to in effect slow down and through wave-particle 
duality, congeal into perceived form yet resolved in a simulation of self-replicating feed forward neural 
networks, and the Spherical 600 Cell Tetrahedron, which Father has revealed to his servant Anthony 
Patch.  In the worlds digitized modeled replication and technological counterfeit, we arrive at the tree 
of life and anamorphic counterfeit.  Yet, God created the universe and mathematics, how this is 
employed is a real issue at hand. These advanced leading-edge systems of artificial intelligence have 
achieved a form of machine consciousness exhibiting creativity and even imagination as well as 
sentiency. 

In the Beginning – correctly translated as – In the commencement of the ORDER of TIME, the 
singularity of YHWH became the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  Quantum Clouds of Divinity as ONE were 
manifest when God said, “Let there be Light” 

John 1:1   In the [commencement of the order of time] was the [Divine Expression (i.e. Christ)], and the 
[Divine Expression (i.e. Christ)] was with God [the Supreme Divinity] , and the [Divine Expression / Christ] 
was God [the Supreme Divinity].  2 The same was in the beginning with [the Supreme Divinity].  3 All things 
were made by him; and without him was not anything made that was made.  4 In him was life; and the life 
was the light of men.  
 
John 1:5   And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not 
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Is. 61:1   The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the LORD hath anointed me to preach 
good tidings unto the meek; he hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to 

the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound; 2 To proclaim the acceptable 
year of the LORD, and the day of vengeance of our God; to comfort all that mourn; 

God is love, it all began with love and it all will end with love. True love involves free will to choose 
good or evil. True love involves choice to give love or to take love.  

1John 4:8      He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love. 
In the “Big Picture” there is a remnant surrounded by a parasitical host transformed into the likeness of 
men which has bred into the populations of mankind and body snatched those we perceive as leaders 
and many of their minions.  In the excerpt below notice how this parasitical Nachash first slays and 
then takes the form of its host – “Shapeshifts”.  Our world leaders as described in Psalm 2, are not 
what they “appear” to be. 

In the form of man they amongst us, but only to sight were they as are men.  Serpent-headed 
when the glamour was lifted but appearing to man as men among men.  Crept they into 

councils, taking forms that were like unto men.    
 

Slaying by their arts the chiefs of the kingdoms, taking their form and ruling o’er man.   
 

Emerald Tablets of Thoth - The Reptilian Race - Serpent Seed 
 

 
Actual Cave Wall Painting from Moab Utah 
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The Final Prototype 
  In God's ultimate plan, hidden from the created angels, was his divine conception to create a final 
prototype, not only in his image and likeness, but “God Breathed”, begotten from the Creator Himself.  
the final prototype, when revealed in Genesis 2.7, induced jealousy among the created angels.  Most 
evangelicals miss this point or are institutionalized to the point of blindness, but Genesis 1.26 is about 
the Elohim making adam (to show red in the face) in the image of the Elohim, or Angelic “Kind”.   in 
God's ultimate mercy,  these fit extensions would allow many of the least offenders of the fallen angels 
to incarnate.  As we will show this is through “Blood” KIND (not type), compatibility in the Quantum 
domain of Spirit entanglement. 

 

In a future article, we will discuss Triple Helix 

 

 

Photo taken by Professor Truth of Pentagon Triple Helix 
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ANGELIC DNA – Advanced Overview, by Professor Truth 

Fractal Time and Angelic DNA Codes - 1 
The Name of YHWH - 3068. ָהֹוְהי  Yhwh; (the) self-Existent or Eternal; name of God - is coded 
within every biochemical function in our body, especially within the life-giving DNA-RNA matrix. The 
Divine Name transposed upon the mechanisms of the matrix coding is the primal factor in 
bioengineering, both for the present, as well as for the future.  
 

The Tetragrammaton of the Father's sacred Name is comprised of the three sacred letters: Yod,' 'Hey,' 
and 'Vav' (Wod).  The Tetragrammaton of the Father's sacred Name is used within a deca-delta 
system.  The deca- delta system is ten Light emanations working through a pyramidal conic section 
which arranges the blueprint of life. The pyramidal conic section controls the primary activities: the 
genetic blueprint of life for a given evolutionary order. This blueprint unfolds as a series of grids which 
interconnect as they spiral out of the master template of the conic section. 
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Therefore, the ten Light emanations set in motion a super-helix pulse which allows the grids to 
interconnect, coordinating a coding activity. This interconnection, in our world of biological form, sets 
in motion the interlinkage for the tetra-helix. The ten Light emanations send out the major code 
frequencies for all levels of meta-galactic ordering (viz., Light is the coding function). The ten Light 
emanations are necessary to preserve the correspondence between the human phase of the image and 
the Divine phase of the Image.  

Through a series of rapid pulsations, every evolution has its coding system derived from the deca-delta 
system. Therefore, the codes for the 64-key grid are within the deca-delta pattern, the conic section of 
Light.  However, the Father allowed the Elohim to directly create, from the Throne energies, the inner 
matrix body (the ordering of the code structure) of the Adamic species occupying this planet.  

This ordering comes as seed forms which contain the predetermined arrangement for the ordering of 
the image codes sent from the deca- delta system. This is the process of creating the similitude for the 
divine image to impregnate the world with a given form.  However, in this divine creation, both the 
seed forms and the deca-delta manifold come from a master template code composed of the Hebrew 
fire letters which are used to shape the geometric relationship of the individual grids themselves, and 
to "fire them" into unfoldment. This is why the major factors in DNA-RNA duplication have been found 
to be made up of molecular building blocks that exist in interstellar space. Yet, in our biosphere this 
duplication is at a low rate because of the magnetic moments exerted on the life code of man. The 
magnetic moments are interrelated to optical properties and the electromagnetic spectrum(s). 

 

Fractal Time and Angelic DNA Codes - 2 
Under-normal Earth conditions, the bases of nucleic acids contain instructions for at least 100 billion 
functions and operations necessary to build a human body. Here we are considering that information is 
also stored in the DNA molecule in the form of "words" composed of three-base combinations of the 
Divine Name. On each face on this divine grid of the deca-delta manifold there are 64 cells which show 
the harmonics that are used in divining life upon the waters of creation. These faces represent a 
"model" which can be used to define the DNA- RNA synthesis in present chromosomal development 
without the loss of any linkage from the first Adam to the present Adam. 

The precise angular frequency of optical codes used in the geometry of life will differ from meta-
galactic order to meta- galactic order.  The Divine letters which are the master set behind the 
distribution of the many types of angles and frequency rates of the optical code.  
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The deca-delta codes give direction to the DNA-RNA in the beginning. Once the DNA-RNA is started, 
however, there is spontaneous replication through the angles and frequency codes, etc. This is 
continued until a reprogramming takes place at which time a new coding function from the deca-delta 
(Divine Light) begins.  

The grid network of the deca-delta manifold is composed of the original Hebrew divine language code, 
the Light resonance codes, the mathematical-geometric codes, the chemical codes working with a 
nucleotide base, and the membrane grid of amino acid binding. (Protein atomic details are folded in 
tertiary division.)  

The primal face code is the Hebrew letters of the Tetragrammaton which are fire geometries (i.e., 
thought geometries, not originally letters) triggering reactions within the DNA-RNA letter combinations. 
These letters form the image components which extend from the world of the Adam through the world 
of negative mass, bringing the image necessary for the imprinting of divine life upon the primitive units 
of DNA-RNA..  

The Divine Name gives the original code structure out of which the other planning centers proceed. 
The Divine Name also allows for the organization of spaces which are later used in the planting of the 
image-similitude coupling. The second face is the divine "light" index for the letters of the 
Tetragrammaton where (Yod)=10, (Hey) = 5, and (Wod) = 6. This composes the ten Light picture 
superscripts or basic pyramidal structures upon which Life is coded from the deca-delta manifold. It 
shows that the permutations are within the rhythmical balance of the vibratory nature of the divine 
letters; it establishes the velocity of Light for the various realms of creation. In the physical dimension, 
this Light is an all encompassing particulate "light." Therefore, it is through this grid that both gravity, 
and the forces operating between atoms, molecules, and sub-particles all follow the same Law in a 
particular dimension. The third face is the distribution of the twenty-two Hebrew letters as to form a 
mantra grid which is coded into a given vibratory density. These are the codes available within the 
deca-delta manifold which are open for continuous change within successive evolutionary programs.
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Fractal Time and Angelic DNA Codes -3. 
Under-normal Earth conditions, the bases of nucleic acids contain instructions for at least 
100 billion functions and operations necessary to build a human body. Here we are 
considering that information is also stored in the DNA molecule in the form of "words" 
composed of three-base combinations of the Divine Name. On each face on this divine grid 
of the deca-delta manifold there are 64 cells which show the harmonics that are used in 
divining life upon the waters of creation. These faces represent a "model" which can be used 
to define the DNA- RNA synthesis in present chromosomal development without the loss of 
any linkage from the first Adam to the present Adam. 

The precise angular frequency of optical codes used in the geometry of life will differ from 
meta-galactic order to meta- galactic order.  The Divine letters which are the master set 
behind the distribution of the many types of angles and frequency rates of the optical code.  
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The deca-delta codes give direction to the DNA-RNA in the beginning. Once the DNA-RNA 
is started, however, there is spontaneous replication through the angles and frequency codes, 
etc. This is continued until a reprogramming takes place at which time a new coding function 
from the deca-delta (Divine Light) begins.  

The grid network of the deca-delta manifold is composed of the original Hebrew divine 
language code, the Light resonance codes, the mathematical-geometric codes, the chemical 
codes working with a nucleotide base, and the membrane grid of amino acid binding. 
(Protein atomic details are folded in tertiary division.)  

The primal face code is the Hebrew letters of the Tetragrammaton which are fire geometries 
(i.e., thought geometries, not originally letters) triggering reactions within the DNA-RNA 
letter combinations. These letters form the image components which extend from the world 
of the Adam through the world of negative mass, bringing the image necessary for the 
imprinting of divine life upon the primitive units of DNA-RNA..  

The Divine Name gives the original code structure out of which the other planning centers 
proceed. The Divine Name also allows for the organization of spaces which are later used in 
the planting of the image-similitude coupling. The second face is the divine "light" index for 
the letters of the Tetragrammaton where (Yod)=10, (Hey) = 5, and (Wod) = 6. This 
composes the ten Light picture superscripts or basic pyramidal structures upon which Life is 
coded from the deca-delta manifold. It shows that the permutations are within the rhythmical 
balance of the vibratory nature of the divine letters; it establishes the velocity of Light for the 
various realms of creation. In the physical dimension, this Light is an all-encompassing 
particulate "light." Therefore, it is through this grid that both gravity, and the forces 
operating between atoms, molecules, and sub-particles all follow the same Law in a 
particular dimension. The third face is the distribution of the twenty-two Hebrew letters as to 
form a mantra grid which is coded into a given vibratory density. These are the codes 
available within the deca-delta manifold which are open for continuous change within 
successive evolutionary programs. 

 

CLOSING STATEMENT: 

For Those Who Understand, No Explanation is necessary. 

For Those Who Do Not Understand, No Explanation is possible. 

 

Professor Truth 

 


